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LINKING SALMON HEALTH AND
HUMAN HEALTH
BACKGROUND
 

 

Salmon habitat restoration improves the
health and function of watershed components which, in turn,
provide a broader suite of human benefits
termed “ecosystem services”.
 
Ecosystem services (ES) are the benefits people obtain from
ecosystems.  
 
 
 

Human activities that degrade the earth’s natural ecosystems
can damage the flow of ecosystem services. Successful
watershed habitat restoration requires a holistic approach, and
there is a lack of stakeholder communication and awareness on
the connections between watershed habitat and ecosystem
services. 
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METHODS
Figure 3: Ecosystem service percentages. 

I completed my internship with the Coast Salmon
Partnership. I synthesized 40+ scientific studies to connect
ecosystem services to watershed components, beyond the
local benefits to salmon. I toured the WA coast and compiled
my findings in a report format for the Coast Salmon
Partnership’s use in stakeholder communication and
outreach.

Regulatory ecosystem services (e.g. nutrient
filtration, flood control, etc.) were most often
articulated within my literature review and
addressed in order to demonstrate the benefits of
salmon habitat restoration. 

There are current limitations on the
ecosystem service framework within
modern science and the values which
construct it. Restoration projects are very
scientific based, focusing on provisional
services rather than holistic value based
services.

This provides a potential implication as to
why scientists and environmentalists
struggle to communicate the benefits of
habitat restoration with stakeholders and
land landowners, who may be more
motivated through personal values.

My findings identify that we most often
place valuation on services that are easily
quantifiable (e.g. regulatory services) over
those that are not (e.g. cultural or
supporting services) within restoration
projects. 

All ecosystem services should be
recognized and prioritized equally, and
thus my results identify benefits in
watershed habitat restoration that as a
society we can better acknowledge and
communicate.

services are necessary for the
production of all other ecosystem
services. Examples: water cycling,
biomass production, atmospheric
oxygen.

services are products obtained
from ecosystems, easily
recognized as tangible goods.
Examples: food, fiber, water.  

Provisional

services are non-material
benefits people obtain from
ecosystems. Examples: cultural
identity, recreation, spiritual
experiences.

services are the benefits
obtained from the regulation
of ecosystem processes.
Examples: water filtration,
erosion control, flood control.
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I identified the
most significant
ecosystem service
that was evaluated
in each study
within my literature
review. To reduce
bias, the literature
in my review came
from a world-wide
geographic scale
(Figure 2).

SUMMARY 
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What types of
services derived
from watershed
ecosystems are

most often
articulated and
recognized, and

what are the
effects on
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resesarch?
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THE PROBLEM:

Figure 1: Linear
organization of
components within
a watershed.

IMPLICATIONS

This demonstrates an inconsistency in how
different types of watershed habitat services are
perceived and prioritized in scientific restoration
and protection projects.

The ecosystem service framework
efficiently categorizes and defines 
 elements and ecological processes
within modern science.

The ecosystem service framework is
limited in incorporating socio-cultural
elements in scientific restoration
research projects within constructs of
modern science.

We need to develop better tools and
methods to evaluate and communicate
ecosystem services.


